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p>It’s just another day in Paradise, if Paradise was in Detroit.In the quaint, coastal town of Port
St. Joe, FL, Sheriff Evan Caldwell had been called out to the fancy new development to appease
its influential owner and look into his missing shrubbery. He did not go out there to work a
homicide, but since the old man in the pajamas probably didn’t bury himself, a homicide
investigation is pretty much mandatory.Finding out how and when the man died, and who killed
and/or buried him, would be a lot easier if the Gulf County Medical Examiner hadn’t gone
missing, and easier still if he hadn’t subsequently had the temerity to turn up dead.Now Evan
and his deputies have two deaths on their hands, and Evan’s life is further complicated by a
county commissioner who thinks he knows something about law enforcement, a bright but
morally ambiguous defense attorney trying to make a name for herself by ruining Evan, and a cat
who seems unwilling to make himself more likable.This is the third book in the Still Waters
Suspense Series, a series known for its rich, coastal atmosphere, dry humor, and multilayered
characters. See why The Still Waters Suspense Series has earned hundreds of five-star
reviews,Author's note: The actual page count of 264 pages will not be reflected until the
paperback and ebook editions are synced by Ebook Tops.

"O'Keefe delivers a complicated, thoughtful tale that skillfully interweaves intrigue, action, and
strong characterization. Themes of found family, emotional connection, and identity run
throughout, backed up by strong worldbuilding and a tense narrative. This series opener leaves
multiple plot threads open for further development, and readers will look forward to the next
installments."―Publishers Weekly"Meticulously plotted, edge-of-your-seat space opera with a
soul; a highly promising science-fiction debut."―Kirkus"Outstanding space opera where the
politics and world building of The Expanse series meets the forward-thinking AI elements of
Ancillary Justice."―Michael Mammay, author of Planetside"Velocity Weapon is a spectacular
epic of survival, full of triumph and gut-wrenching loss."―Alex White, author of The Salvagers
Series"Full of twists, feints, and deception, O'Keefe's latest presents a visionary world rife with
political intrigue and space adventure."―Booklist (starred review)"A well-crafted interplanetary
adventure full of twists and turns, compelling characters, and irresistible teases of an expanded
terrain for the chapters to come... a satisfying stand-alone book while also promising really
intriguing things to come for the remainder of the series. I recommend diving into it now."―Skiffy
& Fanty"Velocity Weapon is a roller-coaster ride of pure delight. Furious action sequences, funny
dialog, and touching family interactions all wrapped up in a plot that will keep you guessing
every step of the way. This is one of the best science fiction novels of 2019."―K. B. Wagers,
author of the Indranan War Trilogy"Velocity Weapon is fast-paced, twisty, edge-of-your-seat fun.
Space opera fans are in for a massive treat!"―Marina J. Lostetter, author of NoumenonA



brilliantly plotted yarn of survival and far-future political intrigue―Guardian (UK)"This is a
sweeping space opera with scope and vision, tremendously readable. I look forward to seeing
where O'Keefe takes this story next."―Locus --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorMegan E. O'Keefe was raised amongst journalists, and as soon as she
was able joined them by crafting a newsletter which chronicled the daily adventures of the local
cat population. She has worked in both arts management and graphic design, and has won
Writers of the Future and the Gemmell Morningstar Award.Megan lives in the Bay Area of
California.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Lucywith gratitude and love—Dawn Lee&For Jo, always—AxelAuthors’ NoteIn October, 2018,
Hurricane Michael devastated the Florida Panhandle, particularly Gulf and Bay Counties.I (Dawn
Lee) went down to the Panhandle about a week after the hurricane. The destruction was tragic.
My first thought was “Andrew”. A native Floridian, I have always loved hurricanes and tropical
storms, as many of my friends and family did. Crackers don’t evacuate, they nail plywood over
the windows and have a potluck. This isn’t because Floridians are reckless; it’s because 99% of
the hurricanes we’ve experienced, at least in my lifetime, knock down tree limbs and power lines
but seldom result in tragedy. That changed with Hurricane Andrew in 1993.I cannot overstate the
shocking sights that greeted me that October. Houses moved across the street. Dozens and
dozens of pelicans dead on the bridge to St. George Island. Roads with enormous craggy
chunks of asphalt sticking straight up in the air, as though there’d been an earthquake. One of
my favorite restaurants, gone without a trace. Not a trace.But the worst damage that I saw along
the coast (Michael destroyed whole communities and hundreds of acres of trees way far inland,
too) was in Panama City, Panama City Beach, Mexico Beach and Port St. Joe.The Port St. Joe
Marina, where Evan and Sarah live (yes, it is real, like almost all of the locations in the books),
was decimated. Every boat was sunk to some degree. One gentleman, recently widowed, was
living on his boat with his cat. He and the cat survived, their home did not.After the hurricane,
Axel and I talked at length about how to approach the realities of Hurricane Michael in a fictional
series that was set right in the middle of Michael’s destruction. We agreed that it had to be
addressed; anything else would be disrespectful to the people who have been so enormously
affected by the storm.But we also agreed that we would not write a book in this series about the
storm. That would be equally disrespectful, because it is not something that should be used as
entertainment. Even though Landfall, the fourth book in my Forgotten Coast Florida Suspense
series was all about a hurricane, it was based on a storm from the 1980s, a storm that did not
result in great loss of life, or the disappearance of an entire town.We decided that one of the
books would be set after the hurricane, and address the damage, the changes to Port St. Joe,
and how it affects our characters, without actually writing about the storm. We hope to honor the



residents of the Panhandle, particularly Port St. Joe, by writing about the enormous outpouring
of help to the area, the heroism of regular people, and the tenacity, strength, faith and generosity
that has been shown every single day since the hurricane.This book was already half-finished at
the time of the storm, and the plot of the fourth book, Dead Wrong, really doesn’t allow for the
inclusion of Hurricane Michael. So, that will be done in the fifth book, which is as yet untitled.We
hope that the people of Gulf, Bay and Franklin County will feel counted, remembered, and
acknowledged by our efforts.Meanwhile, if you would like to support the people of the area,
many of whom are still homeless, many of whom have lost every material thing, I set up and
funded a 501c3 non-profit called The UnForgotten Coast Fund, which is dedicated to granting
microloans to individuals, families and small businesses. These loans, which carry no interest or
deadline for reimbursement, are meant to cover expenses that are not being met by insurance or
government assistance, things that will enable people to get back to work or back into their
homes.If you’d like to contribute, you can do so via the non-profit’s Facebook page at:.Even if
you can’t help financially, please pray for guidance and wisdom for the non-profit, and for
healing, strength and new life for the people of the Florida Panhandle.oneA narrow shaft of
afternoon sunlight sliced through the otherwise darkened stateroom. Evan pressed his back into
the bulkhead, a thin scrim of sweat sticking the cotton of his shirt to his skin. He flared his
nostrils, breathing deeply and deliberately, silently. The portholes were shut, and he felt a small
bead of perspiration drop to his forehead from his slightly damp black hair.Somewhere, deeper
within his boat, the killer waited, perhaps as yet unaware of Evan’s presence. A single tiny drop
of blood glimmered bright red in the gloom, just beyond the threshold. It was way too late to save
a life, but he might still catch the killer in the act.Outside, ripples lapped at the starboard hull as
some weekend mariner, oblivious to the drama playing out just yards away, maneuvered his
vessel out of the marina, apparently unconcerned by the fact that they were in a no wake zone.
An annoyance for another day; a killer was at hand.Reflected ripples danced lazily across the
porthole on the starboard side of the master stateroom. On the port side, the dock lines
groaned, and the fenders creaked against the dock. Evan strained his ears, searching for the
faintest hint of movement beyond the door. But within his walls, all was still.Evan’s cell phone
weighed against his chest in the pocket of his button-down shirt. He tried to remember if he had
silenced it. His green eyes sparked with realization, and the thin white scar that ran from his
lower lip to his chin shone more brightly than usual against his deeply-tanned skin as he set his
jaw.Evan’s history with the perpetrator told him that he was waiting just as silently, just as aware
of Evan as Evan was of him. Waiting just as patiently; actually, probably more so. The cold killer
knew Evan was there, that he was waiting him out, and that he was alone.It probably didn’t
matter whether he’d silenced his ringer; Evan probably wasn’t being as stealthy as he thought he
was, anyway. If he had failed to silence it, well then it was what it was. If a call or text came in at
just the wrong moment, it would give away his position for sure, but so would fidgeting for his
phone in this dim light, with his quarry so close at hand.He wanted a cigarette and that irritated
him, made him even angrier at the killer.He dismissed thoughts of the cigarettes in his back



pants pocket, or the phone in his right breast pocket. He focused instead on the weapon
concealed beneath the opposite breast of his jacket. He slipped his fingers around its smooth
grip, simultaneously toeing the stateroom door. He knew his boat well, knew that the hinges
would utter not the slightest squeak, but still he hesitated.The motion of Evan’s boat on the
marina’s calm water was barely perceptible. Out on the bay, motors rumbled, their lower tones
carried across the distance under the water’s surface. Other, closer sounds marked time,
creaking, ticking, groaning in organic orchestration. Evan waited until these noises peaked, to
cover any sound he might make in his approach.He applied pressure to the door with his toe,
gripping his weapon and slowly drawing it from his suit coat. As the door swung wider, the sight it
revealed might have stopped a greener detective in his tracks. The brutal violence of the scene
would likely elicit some gagging, or at least a gasp, from the average civilian, or a cop with a
weaker constitution. But Evan had a strong stomach, and from recent experience he’d known
what to expect, had steeled himself against it.Even so, the severed head, the white gleam of de-
fleshed bone, the string of unraveling entrails assaulted his sensibilities. He wasn’t sure if it was
the raw violence of it, or simply the fact that it was on his gleaming hardwood sole.His revulsion
was instantly met by one of his training officer’s slogans, back in the day: lean into it. Lean into
the emotions. Evan raised his weapon, its stubby muzzle gleaming bright red like the drops of
blood, then rushed through the door, slapping the light switch with his other hand. He swept the
room with his weapon in a fast, smooth arc. Half-way through the sweep the killer appeared.
Evan froze the second his crosshairs centered on his target.The killer froze as well, crouched on
Evan’s bed, eyes wide with either alarm or defiance. Evan didn’t have time to determine which,
nor did he have much interest in knowing. Unlike some cops, he had no fascination with the
mind of a killer; he knew only what he had to know to beat one, and to survive doing it. Three
mutilated bodies in the space of four weeks. He really didn’t need any additional insight into the
killer’s psyche.There was a singular moment of tensed muscles and intense silence, then Evan
triggered his air horn. The silence of the afternoon disintegrated in a painfully loud reverberation.
The close quarters magnified the sound to the point that Evan almost regretted his choice of
weapon. Or he might have, if the effect hadn’t been so primally satisfying.Plutes shot straight
upwards, as if he had inadvertently tried to cross a geyser at just the wrong moment, his eyes
nearly as wide as Evan’s. Then he hit the floor, all four legs already running, and running in four
different directions.His back end spun almost level with his front end, his toenails fighting for
purchase on the slick wood sole, as he flew past Evan and through the stateroom door.“Go
ahead and run, you jerk!” Evan yelled after him. “I left a little gift on your pillow, too!”Half a
moment later, he heard the short yowl. Predictably, Plutes had run for his overpriced kitty cubby.
It had been just big enough for three overfilled water balloons.Evan allowed a small smile of
satisfaction. The cat had disassembled one too many mice on his 600-thread count, organic,
brushed Egyptian cotton pillowcases.After Plutes’ vanishing act, with the echoes of the air horn
still screaming through his head, Evan assembled his sanitation supplies. He wished the cat’s
messes disappeared as readily as the cat himself did. But such was not his luck. He’d gone



topside to the sun deck for a cigarette, then pulled on a pair of Latex gloves and gotten to
work.He had a strong stomach, but it didn’t make the filth on his pillow any easier to take. It
would have been fine on anyone else’s pillow, but Evan’s OCD cleanliness was screaming at him
from within.For the third time that month, he considered just putting the mattress, and the cat, on
Craigslist. But he was too broke to get rid of the mattress, and too stubborn to get rid of the cat.
He wouldn’t be tormented into doing anything, no matter how pleasant the prospect might be.On
his way back down the dock, he failed to notice the backward glances of two young women who
passed him going the other way. The looks weren’t a rare occurrence; Evan was a youthful forty,
with a perennial tan, piercing green eyes, and black hair that shone like it was lit from
underneath. It wasn’t rare for him to miss the attention, either. He knew women found him
attractive; but his lack of both interest and social awareness made that easy for him to
forget.Once back on board his 45-foot, 1986 Chris-Craft Corinthian, he pulled another pair of
latex gloves out of his pocket and slipped them on before plucking the various bits of mouse
morsel off the bed linens and dropping them into a trash bag. He peeled the case off his pillow,
thanked God for waterproof pillow protectors, and dropped the linens into the washing machine,
then set to work scrubbing his beloved hardwood sole with a rag and a bottle of cleaner. By the
time he’d finished cleaning up the blood and gore, even God would have needed a can of
luminol to find it.He carried the whole mess down to the dumpster at the end of his dock, and
had just leaned against a palm to light a cigarette when Sarah appeared from the back of the
Dockside Grill, the restaurant belonging to the Port St. Joe Marina.Sarah the Muffin Girl, as Evan
still thought of her sometimes. He’d gotten to know her a bit better over the last few months, but
she still delivered muffins and the Sunday paper to every boat, courtesy of the marina. At a
purported seventeen, she was a curious mixture of punk and rockabilly, grit and fragility, and
weighed just a couple more pounds than Plutes.She stopped as she reached Evan, and
squinted through the sun at him from beneath per black pixie cut.“Hey,” she said.“Hey.” Evan
blew a mouthful of smoke in the other direction.“I thought you said you were quitting.” She
perched a delicate, tanned hand on her sharp little hip.“I quit every day,” he said, as he ground
out the cigarette then popped the butt into the trash. “Where’ve you been? I was starting to worry
about you.”“Aw. Just some family stuff, plus I’m studying. I’m trying to get into Gulf Coast
State.”“Everything okay with your family?” Evan asked, his radar beeping. Sarah’s family
consisted of a bunch of notorious meth cookers and dealers. Sarah had little contact with
them.“Yeah, it’s cool. Just some stuff with my mom,” she answered.She had turned to look down
the dock, and he knew she was evading him. He let it go.“Gulf Coast State, huh?” The school
was a large community college in Panama City. It had a good reputation. “Have you figured out
what you want to study yet?”She scratched at one bony arm that sported an assembly of silver
bangles and black hair ties. He had no idea what she tied with them, as her hair wasn’t much
longer than his.“I’m still thinking nursing,” she said, and she almost winced, like she expected
him to think that was either funny or stupid.“Nursing, teaching kindergarten; you seem well-
suited for either one.”She did. She slipped scripture quotes into his newspapers and Tupperware



containers of soup onto his sun deck. As incongruous as it might seem, from the mire of
dysfunction and felony that was her family had crawled a born nurturer.“I was thinking that if I
become a teacher, I’m kind of stuck in one place, you know? But travel nursing is a thing, and
that would be kind of cool,” she said, her shield lowered. “I could sail from one job to the other,
like all up and down the Gulf Coast. Travel nurses make a lot more money, too, and I can take
time off between jobs if I feel like it.”“You’ve put some research into this,” Evan said. He felt a
twinge, a little tickling in his chest, at the thought of her one day leaving. He didn’t much care for
change.“Yeah.” That tensing again, like she thought she might have to dig her heels in.“Do it. You
have to learn to sail first,” he reminded. “And get a seaworthy boat.”“Yeah, both of those things
would probably be helpful,” she agreed.The marina paid Sarah with a small wage as well as a
roof of sorts; she lived on a late seventies Hunter 25 that someone had abandoned. It had no
shower and only the bare minimum of a galley, but she got two meals a day at the Dockside Grill,
and showered in the clean facilities across from the office, used by a lot of boaters that came
through. At her age, Evan would have killed for her situation.Evan had been through nine foster
homes before being adopted by Mike and Frances Caldwell when he was thirteen. At seventeen,
his days had been filled with school and surfing, his nights with revising his college entrance
essays and selling Mrs. Fields cookies at the Dadeland Mall.With the hindsight afforded a forty-
two-year-old man, Evan thought a low-wage, low-responsibility existence on a small sailboat
might have done him more good than trying to shake the residue of the foster system with an
education and a high-paying job. He’d veered from his plan and become a cop after graduating
instead of a civil attorney, but that was the way things shook out.“What was your major?” Sarah
asked him.“Psychology,” he answered dryly. “Ironically.”“I saw you and Plutes comin’ in from
surfing yesterday,” Sarah said.“Yeah.”It was only surfing because Evan called it that. There was
no surfing in Port St. Joe, so Evan liked to substitute taking out the runabout. By some perverted
twist of fate, it happened that Plutes liked to surf, too. At least the black mamba had some sense.
Not that Evan was in any danger of becoming one of those inexplicable cat people or anything. It
just made being stuck with the cat a tad more palatable.“I would have taken you out but you
weren’t around.”“You guys have fun?” she asked.“Marginally,” Evan answered. “I’ve gotta rework
the whole backpack set-up. That fatass gives me a crick in my neck.”“You know what’s really
interesting about you?” she asked, squinting at him like a therapist.“No, but I’m sure that’s a
euphemism,” he answered with a curled lip.“It probably is, but I don’t know what that word
means,” she said. “But what’s interesting is that you don’t even realize you like that cat.”“The
mouths of babes and all that,” Evan replied.She opened her mouth to answer but Evan felt the
buzz of his cell phone vibrating against his chest. He pulled it from the pocket of his white button-
down shirt and checked the screen. When it told him the call was from George Dinkelman, he
considered answering it with his air horn.“Let me guess,” Sarah said, noticing his change in
demeanor, “It’s either the dentist or a crazy ex.”“I wish,” Evan muttered, “It’s Dinkelman.”“The
shrubbery guy?” Sarah asked, with a grin.Evan nodded, sighing. His Sunday, his one day off in
two weeks, was blown. “I’ll see you later, kid.”Sarah flashed him a peace sign and her little



Tinkerbell smile, and Evan turned and headed back down the pier.The phone buzzed again in
his hand. He tapped the little green icon to accept the call that he knew would scuttle whatever
plans he may have had for the rest of his Sunday afternoon.twoHalf an hour later, Evan found
himself piloting his Pilot through a freshly constructed housing development known as Seaview
Cove. The Cove was one of Gulf County’s newer residential areas, and it was about to become
the newest neighborhood in Port St. Joe – if, that was, the county commissioners and the PSJ
city council had their way.The tidy little nest of homes lay on a tract of county land that snuggled
right up against the city limits. The city wanted the tax revenue the new homes promised, and
the county didn’t want to spend the money required to upgrade their infrastructure to properly
support the influx of residents.The speed with which the homes in Seaview Cove had popped
up, and the uniformity of their architecture, prompted some of the more seasoned Port St. Joe
residents to refer to them as mushrooms. Evan didn’t have any opinion, one way or the other,
about the mushrooms, or about the development’s civic oversight, but he had had quite enough
of the developer himself.George Dinkelman was a transplant from…somewhere. Evan never had
gotten a straight story about the man’s origin. He spoke with a gruff British accent he certainly
hadn’t been born with, and affected several other idiosyncrasies intended to indicate
sophistication and superiority. The man’s belly and broad nose could only be described as
Shrek-like, and though he stood almost six feet tall, his proportions gave him a squat
appearance.Evan wound through roads that had been unnecessarily twisted, apparently to give
the development a more organic feel and to offset the unimaginative architecture. After several
minutes, the occupied homes with pristinely constructed landscapes gave way to freshly-
painted, vacant houses. These were followed by nearly completed structures settled into dirt
lots.As Evan ventured deeper into The Cove, he saw fleets of dusty wheelbarrows laying upside-
down in neat lines, locked together with heavy chain. Juvenile palm trees, their root balls tied up
in burlap, huddled like aberrant jungle teepees. These, also, had been secured with heavy
chains and padlocks.Evan groaned.It was trees that had started this whole mess. The developer
had ordered several truckloads of exotic trees and bushes to adorn the lots. As soon as they had
arrived, someone began stealing them. A few of the trees had even been dug up and stolen after
the landscapers had planted them. Dinkelman was convinced the thieves were from Happy
Garden, what he described as a bottom-of-the-barrel landscaping company out of Panama City,
and insisted Evan send detectives over to stake out their operation. Evan had declined, mainly
because Panama City was out of his jurisdiction, but also because he didn’t feel like
it.Dinkelman hired a security guard to do plant patrol, but the maze-like layout of the
development made it nearly impossible for one man to secure. Evan had asked his deputies to
roll through the development as often as feasible, and had coordinated with the Port St. Joe
Police Department to get their help with patrols as well, but the trees continued to sneak off in
the night.Dinkelman had purchased hundreds of cable-lock alarms, which flashed and emitted a
siren when triggered. These were intended for display model electronics at retail outlet stores,
but Dinkelman had attached one to every tree he considered valuable.Eventually, one of these



alarms triggered at the same time a PSJ patrol was cruising the development. The responding
officer caught sight of a young man in a hoody running down the street with something called a
Japanese Raisin Tree in a wheelbarrow. The officer gave chase and managed to recover the
tree, and the wheelbarrow, but the hoodie got away. Since that incident, only a few smaller
bushes had disappeared.Evan eventually reached the far back end of the development where,
after a final curve, the road ended in a cul-de-sac. Here, the bright yellow pine skeletons of
several houses patiently waited for their bones to be dressed in a more presentable fashion.
George Dinkelman also waited, neither patiently nor fashionably.Dinkelman certainly had wealth
and influence, evidenced by the speed with which he managed to obtain building permits or
other favors from city and county officials. And the speed with which he demanded results. Evan
imagined it was that wealth and power that allowed him to get away with dressing the way he did.
Today, it was rumpled trousers of an un-named color that Evan could only imagine having been
the result of some egregious error at the dye factory. Either that, or haute couture. Above these,
he wore a sweater which, Evan deduced, must have been the non-festive, Neanderthallic
ancestor from which ugly Christmas sweaters had evolved.The man leaned, with arms folded
over his formidable gut, hands jammed into his armpits, against his silver Mercedes. The scowl
he wore pinched his face into creases, pulling his shrubbery-like eyebrows together and
thrusting his nose into the world ahead of him as if it were the pick with which he hammered his
way through life.Evan pulled his Pilot to the curb a few yards from Dinkelman and stepped out.
On the deserted street, under the bright Florida sun, with animosity radiating from the developer,
Evan almost felt like he was walking into the climax of a Spaghetti Western. He had to stop
himself from checking the sky for buzzards.“Mr. Dinkelman,” he said warily. “What can I help you
with?”Dinkelman glowered without speaking. His lower jaw jutted, his brow twitched, and a
shudder ran through him. He huffed a breath out through his nose and demanded, “Do you not
see it?” He swung an arm to the side and said, “The garbage! They are using my estates as a
garbage dump!”On one of the dirt lots, two Bud Light six-packs lay overturned. Their empty
bottles littered the ground around them like dead mosquitos under a bug zapper.“And look what
they have done to my pavement!”“Doughnuts.” Evan said, noting the swirls and curlicues of
rubber burned into the roadway.“Dough…Doh!” Dinkelman blustered. “You think this is funny,
Caldwell? I didn’t call you here to laugh at me. You have a job to do! Why aren’t you doing
it?”Evan was still mentally testing all of the first answers that came to mind when the man saved
him the trouble of a civil response by going on.“Do you have any idea how much I pay just in
property taxes on this land? That’s money, coming out of my pocket and going into your pocket,”
Dinkelman thrust a stubby finger at Evan, as his face reddened, “for the express purpose of you
making sure that I don’t have to deal with this…” he waved his arm at the marks on the
pavement, then at the beer bottles.Evan guessed the developer had worked something out that
allowed him to pay far less property tax per dollar of assessed value than the average Gulf
County resident, but he decided to let that lie for now. He was determined not to become the
politician his current title suggested, but tact had always been his default. He figured he could



manage just a bit now, if only to keep this meeting as short as possible. In any case, if the man’s
blood pressure climbed any higher, he might blow an embolism, which wouldn’t hurt Evan’s
feelings too much, but would definitely cut even further into his plan for the evening which was,
as usual, to visit his wife.“Mr. Dinkelman, I’m sorry about this mess. I can empathize with the
aggravation you’re feeling. I believe you will find that most of the people out here tend to be
respectful, reasonable folks,” Evan said, mustering as much sincerity as he could. “Of course,
there are always one or two…”“Well, I don’t give a damn if it’s two or two-hundred and twenty-
two!” Dinkelman shouted. “Keep them the hell out of my development!” He took a step forward,
his finger inching closer to Evan’s chest. Evan tensed, simultaneously hoping and dreading that
the man might actually poke him.“Catch them! Arrest them! Do your job!” Dinkelman’s face had
gone almost purple, and tiny beads of sweat twinkled like glitter on his otherwise colorless
forehead.“Mr. Dinkelman-” Evan started.“Don’t ‘Mister Dinkelman,’ me!” He was shouting now,
and up on his tiptoes, assumably so he’d be taller than Evan, though they were the same
height.“This has been going on way too long. First it was the trees, now it’s garbage and
vandalism. What will it be next? Huh? Burglaries? Arson? Why, I feel I must count the houses
every time I drive in here, just to make sure someone hasn’t run off with one overnight!”By this
point, the man’s face was only inches from Evan’s, but the finger remained a safe distance from
his chest. This gave Evan a bit of hope for his evening. Dinkelman had obviously learned from
their last encounter not to touch the sheriff. It was a lesson Evan didn’t expect him to forget. If he
could learn that, maybe, given enough time and patient instruction, he might learn to speak
without spraying.“George!” Evan said, not at volume, but with sufficient force to shut the man up
and startle him back a pace. “First of all, remember what I said about the two-foot rule. I assure
you that I downplayed the repercussions.”This evoked a bit more startle and another half-pace
retreat from Dinkelman.“Now, I have a very important appointment this afternoon that I’ve
already postponed on your account. I’m happy to leave, at any moment, if you continue giving
me reason.”Evan watched Dinkelman’s jaw tighten, the muscles at its corners bulging. He
lowered his head, just a tick, like a bull getting ready to charge, and his fists balled. But he also
dropped his heels and his finger.Evan nodded, then continued, “Now, due to the issues you’ve
been having, this little development is the most heavily patrolled patch of ground in the entire
county. If you like, you can come down to the station and I will show you the patrol logs.”
Dinkelman tried to interrupt, but Evan stopped him with a gesture and continued. “We have even
had two of the homeowners call to complain about all the cops driving up and down the roads.”“It
obviously hasn’t done any good, has it?” Dinkelman blurted, gesturing again to the beer bottles,
all twelve of them.“Now you’re just being obtuse. We stopped the tree thieves, didn’t we?” Evan
asked. “Have you had anymore stolen landscaping?”“Tree thieves!” Dinkelman looked to the side
and huffed out a snort. “I know you think it’s funny. I know you are all laughing about it back at the
station. This is what I get for trying to bring beauty into this ugly little corner of the world.”Evan
was a newcomer, having moved to Port St. Joe only several months ago, but he took offense to
the slight nonetheless. Port St. Joe might be worlds away from Miami or even Cocoa Beach, and



he often felt like a stranger in a strange land, but no one could call the place ugly.Evan watched
some of the wind go out of Dinkelman’s sails. His face cooled to something that resembled flesh
color.“We lost nearly ten-thousand dollars-worth of exotic horticulture,” Dinkelman said more
evenly. Evan noticed the effort it took. “I’ve had to settle for native plants for almost all the
landscaping here because I couldn’t afford to lose any more of the better species. I know you
think this is all about me, but it’s the homeowners who suffer. This place could have been
beautiful, but now it’s just another piece of backwater Florida.” Dinkelman lowered his head a bit
and let it shake from side to side.“Look, George,” Evan said, sighing. “I can’t assign more patrols
out here than I already have. It wouldn’t be fair to the rest of the county. What is it, specifically,
that you want me to do for you?”Dinkelman looked up, eyes blinking in surprise. “Catch the
bastards! Find out who is responsible and put them in jail. Look! Evidence!” He waved his arms
at the tire tracks and the bottles. “Do the… the police thing! Call your CSI team. Get fingerprints
from the bottles and…and DNA! Make plaster casts of the tire tracks and check them through
your data base!”Evan reigned in another sigh. “It doesn’t work that way, George.”“Listen, Sheriff. I
know you think this isn’t worth your time, but I’m telling you, you let these guys get away with little
things, and it’ll just get worse. It always does. They don’t stop unless you stop them. As soon as I
am done with you, I’ll be on the phone with Councilman Quillen. I guarantee you he will take me
seriously. Quillen has a good head on his shoulders, understands the priorities in situations like
these.”“Look,” Evan said, now trying for a conciliatory tone, “I’m not sending a crime scene tech
out here on a Sunday afternoon to fingerprint beer bottles.” He again had to silence Dinkelman’s
attempt to interrupt before continuing. “But here’s what I’ll do. Set them inside your little trailer
office thing there and I will send a tech out tomorrow morning, first thing. He can collect any
prints there might be and run them. Maybe we’ll get a hit.”“Monday!” Dinkelman barked. “What if
he comes back tonight?”“Then there will be more evidence to collect,” Evan said. “Tell you what,
how about I give you a roll of yellow police-line tape. If anything new shows up between now and
then, put the tape around it to protect the evidence and we’ll collect it tomorrow
morning.”Dinkelman glowered, likely trying to determine whether Evan intended the gesture
sincerely, or as ridicule. It was mainly the latter, but Evan didn’t like Dinkelman enough to tell him
that.He reached into his Pilot to retrieve the tape, hoping Dinkelman didn’t guess the truth. He
was already running late for his nightly chat with Hannah and risked missing visiting hours
completely. Either way, as Evan dropped the roll into Dinkelman’s hands, he decided the
conversation was over. For today at least. The sun was almost to the horizon and most of the
lighter palette was out of the sky, giving way to the deeper shades a coastal sunset.
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Frank Rush, “Engaging read with a surprising twist!. Dead and Gone - easily earns this Five ( 5 )
Star Review.Personally I have waited for a new book from Dawn Lee McKenna and when it
arrived I found myself in a frustrating perfect storm delaying the read and this review. But, oh so
sweet after the wait! Dawn Lee along with Axel Blackwell have extended the characters ( even
the cat ) to new dimensions which sets the stage for future exciting developments.This newest
book (3) in The Still Waters Suspense Series ( amazon.com ) finds Evan who has moved into
the area from South Florida and due to circumstances was appointed Sheriff, dealing with
multiple personalities and issues. The Authors keep this interesting as they weave each in and
out of the main story line. Major issues include relationships, accusations and a significant
change with his comatose wife. But the continuing issues and problems with a major developer
offers turns and twist that will keep you trying to figure out what is ahead.I can see that sweet
smile on Dawn Lee's face now ( I have not met Axel ) as I say the biggest twist and surprise was
comedic, totally out of left field and oh so much fun to read!Don’t miss this book. It is their best
of this series and personally I cannot wait to see what they come up with next! Great book and
Lucy Rush and I are very appreciative of the Dedication.I have purchased all of the books I
Review and have not been influenced in any way for my opinion except by the excellent writing of
the Authors!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Evan and his crew does and outstanding sleuthing job in this outstanding
suspenseful episode in Ms. McKenna's mainstay area of Florida's beautiful NW coastline. I have
enjoyed her very descriptive episodes of this area to be overwhelmingly impressive, with
exceptionally entertaining revelations of expert policing by her many different characters. This
one is one exciting episode after another. Great story!. No problem awarding five stars to this
outstanding masterpiece masterpiece of ongoing police activities and there is definitely plenty of
heartwarming episodes to maintain any reader's undivided attention from beginning to end.
Evan, the Sheriff, and his colleagues work together in overcoming many unanswered questions
in solving a couple of different types of deaths, but not without outstanding police work! The
characters were perfectly selected for their assigned roles and their storylines successfully
depicted their each and every assignment with astonishing exploits. Great teamwork and
entertaining revelations throughout their many heartwarming endeavors l I have enjoyed many
other books by Ms. McKenna mostly involving this coastal area of Florida and most definitely
recommend all of her novels regardless of your reading preference. This one is definitely worthy
of your time, as you will enjoy each and every exciting adventure following Sheriff Evan and his
colleagues throughout their many heartwarming endeavors! Give this novel a try, as I am sure
you will find it to be a five star masterpiece, also!! Definitely your loss if you don't climb aboard
for another outstanding and descriptive investigative journey among Florida's beautiful
Northwest Gulf coast! I am from this great State and love it dearly. The only bad part is definitely



fact the Author refers to eat other University in Tallahassee, but never the BEST University
(GATOR Country) in Gainesville!!!!”

Pat Wood, “Dead and Gone Is The Best of This Series. The writing duo of Dawn Lee McKenna
and Axel Blackwell has done it again. I have no idea how 2 people can blend their thoughts, put
them on paper, make sense and tell a great story, especially coming from very diverse genres.
However, these two do it with apparent ease. From the opening suspenseful chapter, the belly
laughs along the way, to many interesting characters ... a couple of whom I am ready to shake
senseless, to colorful Vi and of, of course, Plutes, they wrap up the case in satisfying fashion. I
will be looking forward to the next in this series.”

Edwin H. Holmes Jr., “Wonderful Series Book #3. McKenna and Blackwell have teamed up to
create the best series! All of the favorite characters are back. Evan gets to solve two mysterious
deaths in "Dead And Gone." Plutes, the cat, is becoming a star in this series. The reader gets to
see Evan's soft side in dealing with his comatose wife as well as assisting Sarah in preparing for
the SAT and getting her into a university. Port St. Joe is a lovely setting for this series in "Historic
Florida."  I am looking forward to book #4.  This series is five-star in every way.”

Island River Scribe, “Excellent Addition to the Series. Great story, well written, few editing
errors.The serious parts were dead serious (no pun intended) and the lighter parts were
absolutely hilarious.The psychology involved in Evan's observations and dialogue was spot on
and an inspiration, in several instances.Loved it from start to finish.”

Nancy, “A good police procedural with interesting characters and a different plot line.. Another
interesting installment of the Evan Caldwell series. This could stand alone but to have a better
understanding of the characters a reader should start with the first in the series. A good police
procedural with interesting characters and a different plot line.”

LShomepro, “Great read. Evan and Goff are being driven crazy by a developer constantly on the
phone complaining. A young defense lawyer decides to flex her claws willing to go to any
lengths to promote herself using the Tommy Morrison case to get publicity. Add Plutes being his
wonderful cat self all add to Evan’s building headache. Add finding a body buried completely
under a palm tree and a missing ME and you have Evan’s life.”

Jo Wall, “Absolutely adore this series. Yet another well deserved triumph for the authors. The
location sounds breathtaking and the description makes me want to visit. The characters spring
off the page and to life in my mind's eye. A truly enjoyable read. Next one ASAP please!”

J. Jonasson, “A nice addition to the series. I enjoyed this book, it's a nice addition to the series!
It's better to read the first two in the series before reading this one. This series has a different



flavour to the books that Dawn Lee McKenna writes on her own and this series is a bit darker.
That being said this series certainly has strong elements in its own right. This third book adds
some elements and moves the story along. I'm curious to find out what happens in the next
edition of the series!”

The book by Dawn Lee McKenna has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 568 people have provided
feedback.
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